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tfElBN ZA6AT 
Unity Who's who in the Field 

led you to take up the study of Unity? 
Unity was the answer to my search for 

a religious expression that was acceptable 
to my intellect and to my heart. The literal 
meaning of the Scriptures and the fact of the 
divisions into sects and denominations of the 
church, as practised, had made a harrier for 

When did you start studying Unity? me» 
January 1939. 

Give date when you were given licensed teacher 
recognition. 1944. Licensed Minister —1945. 
Give date when you were ordained. 

September,1947, 
In which center did you first serve? 

Helen Zagat 

Unity Center of Practical Christianity, New York City, N.Y. 
List other places of service in order, giving dates. 

Study Groupaat Bayport, L.I. — 1941 —1943 
White Plains Unity Center -- Oct. 1943 --Winter ,1945__ 
Plainfield Unity Center September 1943 — Still Leader 
Unity Center of Practical Christianity, New York City, Assistant 

August, 1940(began giving prayer 
services and have been 
teaching there since that date) 

Under what leaders in the Field did you receive training? 

Georgiana Tree West 

5U^ 

Have you worked at Unity School? u0# Between what dates?Will teach , 
July,1949 

When did you attend the Unity Training School? 1$42 and 1943 
How many credits do you have? Eight 

Have you completed the Unity Correspondence Course? yes 
how far along are you at this date? 

If not 

List any published books or articles that you have written. 

Articles on architectural styles and on decoration in "House Beautiful", 
"American Home", "Arts and Decorations*. Some poetry in"Survey Graphic". 
Various articles on child educational psychology, on the psychology of 
selling, etc. Associate Editor of "The patriotic Service League". 

What were your religious beliefs and affiliations before coming 
to Unity? 

Presbyterian Church, Universalist Church, Russian Orthodox 
Catholic • HoirewBB, I was brought up with a broad intellectual 
approach to religion. /*$ 



On this sheet give an account of any outstanding healings, either of 
yourself or of those to whom you ministered. Give any dramatic events, 
history of your background etc. 
HEALINGS — As soon as I contacted the Unity teaching, I made an earnest 

effort to prove the healing principle on myself. I was healed of 
severe and supposedly chronic sinus that had caused me much difficulty 
since the age of fourteen. 

Case of paralysis following a stroke of a woman in Bayport, L.I. 
It was an almost instantaneous healing. She walked and wnet about , for 
a number of years until she passed on. The doctors were astonished. 

Case of chronic and very severe bronchial distrubance. Many 
doctors,over a period of twenty years, had stated that nothing could be 
done. Complete healing in about six or seve months. Still perfectly well. 

Some others — arthritis, asthma, alcoholism,etc. Also many 
financial adjustments,etc. 

(Note: Naturally, I feel that at those times, I was able to set self 
aside and let Spirit work, as well as to arouse faith in the one 

who asked for help. ) 

A.B. Degree — 1915 — Barnard College, Columbia University. 
Special study in Educational psychology, Comparative Religions, 
English Literature, and Philosophy. And Social Service Work. 

Graduate work in Community organization. Pageant Production, Music and 
the Interpretative Dance, Stage designing. 

Taught for a short time in New York City High School. Then established 
my own studio for music, the dance, and special work in child develop-
ment methods. I gave lectures on this theory at a number of normal 
School^ for teachers, and at some colleges. Also classes for adults 
and work in adjusting personality problems. 

Social Service work -— Actual settlement experience for a number of years 
as a volunteer worker. 

Performances In Europe and in this country. I appeared on the concert 
stage in dance interpretations of classical music. 
As producer, — staged pageants, masques, etc. of very large 
proportions. 

Lecturer — Having taught and practised the theory of the co-ordinating 
of the arts, I was called on to give lectures very often. Prom 

the year,1917, on -- I have been on the lecture platform. 
Prom 1927 — 1938, I gave regular series of lectures in many parts 

of this country. My subjects were grouped around the arts, 
the history of architecture, education and philosophy -— always 
in relation to man's development and growth through the years. 

On the whole, it has been a most interesting life, with many periods 
of joy and inspiration, with experiencessout of the usual 9 and with many 

^ difficulties to overcome,naturally. I feel that all that I have done has 
been preparation for this present work —- which is the most Impor/tant 

-,s of a l l . T 
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